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1. Introduction. In a category (€, an object Q will be said to be injective with

respect to a morphism /: A -> B if for every (¡):A-+Q there exists \¡/:B^Q such

that </> = \¡/f. An injective structure 93 of 'ë' consists of a class S of morphisms of #,

called the proper morphisms of 93, and of a class Q of objects of <€, called the

injectives of 93, such that (1) JQ is the class of all objects that are injective with

respect to the morphisms in <5, (2) S is the class of all morphisms with respect to

which the objects in Q are injective and (3) for any object A in C(S, there exists

4>:A -* Q in (3, where Q eu. An injective structure 93(®,Q) of ^ will be called

regular if for any objects A in #, the morphism <j) : A -* Q in <5, where Q eu, may

be chosen that if f:A-*Q', ß'eQ, then there is a unique \p:Q-*Q' such that

/= \¡/<p. iQ may then be called a 93-completion of 4.) One could consider an in-

jective structure as a one-sided abelian structure with enough injectives in the

sense of Heller [7]. All questions of relative homological algebra related to this

notion of injective structure will be left for a later paper.

The author's aim in studying these structures on a category was to set up an

abstract theory of, let us say, completions of modules, which would generalize

the notions of rational completions of modules and of topological completions

of modules defined by a set of ideals of the base ring, and the examples of injective

structures that we will study will be related to these two processes of completion.

There are, of course, other examples of injective structures on a category of

modules, or its dual, or on other categories for that matter, but the ones we have

chosen will suffice to illustrate the principles we wish to set forth.

We now describe the different sections of this work. §2 is devoted to an ele-

mentary study of the notion of injective structure and related concepts. In §3,

we are concerned with the transfer of injective structures from one category to

another through a functor with adjoint system. The notion of adjoint system

generalizes that of an adjoint functor [9].

In §§4, 5, 6 and 7, we work in the category <€K of all (unitary) right modules

over some ring R (with unity element).

In §4, we give a natural definition of radicals in a category ^j, and show that

any radical is always obtained from an injective structure 93(S,G) by assigning

to each module A the kernel of any map/: A -» Q in S, where Q eQ. We also

show that given any injective structure 93, there is a coarsest regular injective

structure 93* finer than 93, 93* defining the same radical as 93.
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In §5, we show that given a regular injective structure 93(S,£¡) of ^R, it is

possible to define a ring operation on the SB-completion R of R such that the

canonical map from R to R is a ring homomorphism, and then every module in JQ

may be turned into a right ^-module in a natural way. The section ends with a

definition of a canonical correspondence between the R-submodules of an

R-module M and the R-submodules of its 33-completion M.

In §6, we start by studying a notion of torsion radical of fé^, which generalizes

the ordinary notion of torsion subgroup of an abelian group. Torsion radicals

are completely determined by certain sets of right ideals of R. Each torsion radical

r of (€R gives rise to two injective structures 93r, which generalizes the notion of

exact injective structure, and 93r, which is regular and which we call the rational

injective structure determined by X. This work relies heavily on methods of Baer[l].

The completion R of R by 33t, turned into a ring, generalizes both the notion of

ring of quotients studied in [8], [11] and [5], and the notion of ring of quotients

of a commutative ring determined by any multiplicatively closed set of elements ;

we will call R the right ring of quotients determined by r. The remainder of this

section is devoted to the study of rings of quotients of R determined by multipli-

catively closed sets of ideals of R each of which is invertible in some extension

of R. It turns out that the left and right rings of quotients determined by such a set

of ideals are equivalent ring extensions of R.

§7 is a study of a generalization of the notion of pure subgroup of an abelian

group. Given a set of ideals S of R, if A is an R-submodule of B in 1iR, then A is

said to be ¿'-pure in B if BN nA = AN for all N eS, while a homomorphism

f:A^B is said to be <f-pure if ker/£ f}NegAN = XS(A) and ii f(A) is <f-pure

in B. The class of all (?-pure homomorphisms is the class of proper maps of an

injective structure 33¿ of ^R.

If one assumes that € has the property "Nu N2 eê implies that there exists

Ne«f such that N czNxnN2," then for any module A in ^ R, {AN}NeS is a basis

of the filter of neighborhoods of O of a topology ST(A,S) compatible with addition

and scalar multiplication, the closure of O in A being XS(A). Then if ka denotes

the product of the natural homomorphism of A onto Ajxe(A) = A' by the natural

injection of (A',¿T(A',S)) into its completion SS(A), then there is an injective

structure 33¿ (S/ ,££ ) of <$R such that, for each module A, ka e Q¿ and

S ¿(A) e ¡O.g. This injective structure 93/ is finer than 33* and coarser than

33*. In general it is distinct from 35^ and probably distinct from 33*. It was shown

in [10] that when S is a multiplicatively closed set of non-null ideals of a principal

ideal domain, then 33/ = 33*.

2. Definition of and elementary results concerning injective structures. In any

category # that we will consider it will be understood that the class of all

morphisms from an object A to an object B is a set which we denote by M(A,B).

By the direct product of a family {^¡},eJ of objects of ^ where I is a set, we mean
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a family {a¡:A-+Ai}ieI such that, given any family {fi¡:B-*A¡}ie¡, there exists

a unique tp:B-+ A such that ßi = a¡(p for all i el. (We will also say that A is a

direct product of the A¡.) Given two morphisms f:A^B and g: A -* C, we will

say that the triple (D, ß, y), where ß:B-> D and y : C -* D is a direct sum of B and C

with / and g amalgamated if ßf= y g and if given any triple (X,<p,\jj), where

(p:B->X and ip:C-+X, if (pf=\pg, then there exists a unique y:D->X such

that (p = xß an(l 'A — ZV. Given a morphism f:A->B and an object C in the

category &, we will say that C is injective with respect to / if for any tp : A -> C

there exists ip:B^>C such that 0 = \¡if. If S is a class of morphisms of %>, we will

denote by <1>(<5) the class of all objects of ^ that are injective with respect to all

morphisms in S. This class <D((5) has the following properties:

Al. If/: A -* B is a retraction and if ß e 3>(S), then A e <5(®).

A2. If {(pi'.A^Ailie! is a direct product of {A¡}ie/, then/4 e î>(S) if and only if

allthe.4(ed>(S).

If Ci is a class of objects of c€, we will denote by ¥(£0 the class of all morphisms

in ^ with respect to which the objects in Q are injective. This class TÇQ) has the

following properties :

Bl. Any retraction is in TiCi).

B2. The product of two morphisms in *P((5) is also in *P(S).

B3. If gfe¥(Q), then fe ¥(£», and if /is an epimorphism, then gevF(C).

B4. If / : A ->■ B is in *¥(&) and if A e£>, then / is a retraction.

B5. Given two morphisms /: A -» B and g:A->C, if (D,ß,y) is a direct sum

of B and C with/and g amalgamated and if/e *P(C), then y e I'iCi).

Finally, the functions <t> and ¥ have the following properties:

Cl. SsS' implies that 4>(S) 3 <5(S') andC s £>' implies that ¥(£1) 3 ¥(£>').

C2. Given families {S¡}¡sj and {G¡}i6j, we have

<">( u ©1 ) = n^)' *f n®i )3 u*»
\   ¡e/ / ¡el \     iei / is/

\   ie/ / tel \    ¡si I iEI

C3. For any S, there is a largest S' for which <D(<3') = $(S), namely

<5' = *¥<S>(<5), and for any Q, there is a largest Ci' for which ¥(£>') = *P(Q),

namely C = <DT(C).

Definition 1. A couple (<3,Q), where <5 is a class of morphisms andCis a class

of objects of cß, will be said to define an injective structure 93 = 93(<5,G) of ^ if

Dl. 0(<S) = C.
D2. 4>(Ci) = <5.

D3. For any object A of ^, there exists a morphism/ : ̂ 4 -+ßin (S, where Q eG.

We will call <3 and Cl the class of proper morphisms and the class of injectives

of 93, respectively.
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Proposition 1. //93(S,Q)is an injective structure of <ê,then an object Aofë

is in C if and only if every morphism f: A -* B in<5 is a retraction.

Proof. The necessity is immediate by B4. Assume that every morphism/: A -* B

in S is a retraction. By D3, / may be chosen such that BeC = d>(S). Then,

byA2, AeQ.
Definition 2. Given an injective structure 93(S,Ci) of e€, a subclass C of JQ

will be called

(a) a base of injectives of 93 if every object in Ci is a retract of an object in £T,

(b) a subbase of injectives of 93 if the class of all direct products of objects in

C is a base of injectives of 93,

(c) a generating class of injectives of 93 if ¥(£1') = <5.

It is obvious that a base of injectives of 93 is a subbase of injectives of 93.

Lemma 1. // C", C and Q are classes of objects of$, if every object in Q.'

is a direct product of objects in C", and if every object in Ci is a retract of an

object in £}', then ¥(£>") S ¥(0 £ ¥(£>).

Proof. Since Q" S 0*F(Q*). by A2, CsS^Ci") so that *FCQ')2WF(£r*)

= ¥(£!") by Cl and C3. Since Q's <&¥(£'). by Al, Q s 4>»P(Q') so that

4TCi) 2 WF(£l') = ¥(£') by Cl and C3.

Corollary. // 93(S,C) is an injective structure of <€ then any subbase C

of injectives o/93 is a generating class of injectives o/93.

Proof. By Lemma 1, ¥(&') ç «p(jQ). However, since Q'sS, ¥(&') 2 ¥(©).

Proposition 2. /I class ¡Q.' of objects ofß is a base of injectives of an injective

structure oftë if and only if given any object A of ^, there exists <p:A^>Q in

*¥i&'), whereQe&.

Proof. The necessity of this condition is obvious by Bl and B2. Assume the

condition holds, let Ci be the class of all retracts of objects in Ci', and let S = *F(C).

Obviously, C s Ci so that »P(Ci') 2 ¥(&) and then by Lemma 1, ¥(&') = V(Q).

The proposition will then obviously be proved as soon as we can show that

O(S) = Q. Evidently, Q <= O^CQ) = $(<»). Let A eO(S). There exists (p:A^Q
in ¥(&') = (3, where ßeC, so that there exists \j/:Q^A such that \¡/<¡> = 1A,

i.e., <¡>isa retraction and therefore A eC.

Proposition 3. lf€ has direct products then any set Ci" of objects of ^ is a

subbase of injectives of an injective structure of'ß.

Proof. Let C be the class of all objects that are direct products of objects

in Cl". If A is any object of (€, let {<p¡: A -> Q¡}i£¡ be the set of all morphisms

from A to objects in C" and let (ß, {a,}, e,) be a direct product of {ßj;, ¡. There

exists (j) : A -> ß such that 0¡ = a¡0 for all i e /. That (j> e *P(Cl") is obvious since if
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f:A^Q"eQ.", then there exists i el such that/=^f and Q" = Q¡ so that

/= a,<p. But by Lemma 1, ¥(£>") S^Q') so that by Proposition 2, £>' is a base

of injectives of an injective structure 93((5,Q) of ^ andQ", is of course, a subbasis

of injectives of 35.

Definition 3. An injective structure 33(S,Q) of ^ will be called regular if for

every object A ofë, there exists a morphism/ : A -* Q in S, where Q e£i, such that

for any cj):A->Q'eQ., there exists a unique ij/:Q->Q' such that </> = #/".

Proposition 4. v4 cZassQ of objects of W is the class of injectives of a regular

injective structure of if if and only if for any objects A of ft, there exists

fA:A->QA, where QAeQ, such that for any <p:A-*Q', where Q' eü, there

exists a unique ¡¡/'-Qa^Q' such that c¡> = \¡/fA.

Proof. The necessity of this condition is immediate. Assume the condition holds.

Then, by Proposition 2, Q is a basis of injectives of an injective structure of #.

If A is an injective of this structure, then there exists cj>: QA -» A such that \A = <pfA.

Then, fA<pfA =fA = 1Q t fA so that fAc¡> = 1Qá . This means that fA is an isomor-

phism.

Definition 4. If 93(S,Q) and 33'(S',Q')are two injective structures of #,then

we will say that 93 is coarser than 33' or that 33' is finer than 33 if S 3®', or

equivalently, if Q s Q'.

It is obvious that the injective structures of # are partially ordered by this

relation. Also, there is a finest injective structure on # whose proper morphisms

are just the retractions and whose class of injectives is the class of all objects of c€.

If # is a category of all modules and homomorphisms over some ring, then the

class of all homomorphisms is the class of proper morphisms of the coarsest

injective structure of *#, the class of injectives of this structure being just the

class of all 0-moduks.

Proposition 5. IfW is a category with direct products and if{^ißi^iniei is

a family of injective structures of (€, where I is a set, then this family has a

least upper bound 33(®,Q) = supie ,33,-, where S = P|ie/8¡. Furthermore, if

for each tel, Q." is a subbase of injectives of 33¡, then \^Jie ¡Q," is a subbase of

injectives o/33.

Proof. For each i e I, let £í'¡ be the class of all direct products of objects in Q"

Then, by the associativity of direct products, the class £}' of all direct products of

objects in [Ji6, Q,'¡ is also the class of all direct products of objects in |Jie jQ,"

Let A be any object of cê. For each i eI, there exists c¡>¡:A-+Q¡ in <5¡, where

6,-eQ-. Let (Q,{a¡}¡60 be a direct product of {6¡}¡6/. There exists <p:A-+Q

such that <f>¡ = a¡<j) for each i el. If /:,4->0je£l,', there exists g:Q¡->2¡ such

that/ = gcbi so that/ = (ga,)<b. Then, we have Q eJQ' and cf> e *P(U¡, ,Qfl s V(Q')

by Lemma 1 so that, by Proposition 2, £T is a base of injectives, and therefore
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[Jjg/C'j is a subbase of injectives of an injective structure 93(<S,Ci) of c€. By the

corollary of Lemma 1, and by C2,

\Ur        / ie l is I

so that 33 is obviously a least upper bound of {33¡}¡ e /.

Let us consider some examples. Throughout this paper, we will only consider

rings with unity element. If R is such a ring, (€R will denote the category whose

objects are the right R-modules and whose morphisms are the R-homomorphisms.

It is well known that the class of all ordinary injective modules of <€R is the class

of injectives of an injective structure of %'R, which we will call the exact injective

structure of #R, whose class of proper homomorphisms is just the class of all

monomorphisms.

Now let R be a principal ideal domain and let Sf be a set of primes in R. If C is

a complete set of representatives of the class of all R-modules of type p", where

pe£F and « is a natural number or oo, or where pi y and n is oc, then, by Propo-

sition 3,0 is a subbase of injectives of an injective structure 93«? of ^^ and it was

shown in [11] that the proper homomorphisms of 93y are just the ¿''-pure mono-

morphisms. If one deletes from C all the modules of type p00, then one has a

subbasis of injectives of an injective structure 93^ of <ë'R whose proper homo-

morphisms are just theá^-pure homomorphisms [12, §4]; 93^ is just thel.u.b. of

93^ with the exact injective structure of fé^. By Proposition 5,93^ is the 1. u. b. of all

the 93p, p running through the primes in Sf. From results in [10], one may deduce

easily that 33¿, is regular.

3. Adjoint systems and adjoint functors. In this section we generalize somewhat

some of the results in [9]. For any category <€, we will denote the class of objects

of # by <€. If T is a functor defined on #, then we denote the restriction of T to

Üfbyf.
Definition 1. Given a functor T:#' -► #, a left adjoint system of T is a couple

(S,k), where S is a function from ^ to If, where k is a family of morphisms

{ka: A -* TS(A)}A e^ and where for each A e <€, if / : A -* T(A'), then there exists

g:S(A)-+A' such that/= T(g)xA.

TS(A) TOr)

A-j->T(A')

Proposition 1. Given a functor T:^'->#, if T has a left adjoint system

(S,k) and if for each g:S(A)->B', one sets aAB,(g) = T(g)xA: A -» T(B') then

aAB. is a mapping ofM(S(A),B') onto M(A, T(B')), aA = {aAB.}B. B<¿- is a natural

transformation from  M(S(A),'€')  to   M(A,T(f%')),   and   ka = aAtS,A)(lsu)).
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Conversely, given a function S:^'->#'', and given, for each Ae<ë, a natural

transformation a4:M(S(yl),fé")-+ MiA,T(f#')), where for each B'efê", aAB, is

surjective, then if one sets k = {ka = aA^A)il¡nA))}A 6¿, (S,k) is a left adjoint

system of T defining the given aA as above.

Proof. Assume first of all that (S, k) is a left adjoint system of T. Then it is

obvious that each aAB. is surjective. Let us show that each aA is a natural trans-

formation. We must show that if/' : A' -> B' in c€', then the diagram

MiSiA),A')->MiA, TiA'))
U-AA'

MiSiA),f) MiA,Tif'))

M'SiA), B')-^-> MiA, TiB'))

is commutative. But for each g'eM(S(/4),i'),

MiA,Tif'))aAA.ig') = MiA,Tif'))Tig')KA = T(f')Tig')KA

=  Tif'g')KA = aAB,if'g') = aAB.MiSiA),f')ig').

That each ka = aASiA)ils^A)) is obvious. Conversely, assume that there exists a

function S:^->^" and, for each Aetf, a natural transformation aA from

MiSiA),^') to MiA,Ti<ê')) where for each B'eW', aAB. is surjective. For each

A e #, set

ka = <*as(A)0sía))'-¿-+ TSiA).

Then, iff :A^ TiB'), there exists g':SiA)-*B' such that a^g') =/, and from

the commutativity of the diagram

MiSiA),SiA))-> MiA, TSiA))
Xas'a)

MiSiA),g') MiA, T(g'))

MiSiA),B')-^AK-> MiA, TiB'))

we deduce that

Tig')KA =  Tig')aAS(A)(lS(A)) = MiA,Tig'))aAS(A)ilS(A))

= aAB-MiSiA),g')ilS(Á)) = aAB.ig'lS(AJ = aAB(g') =/.

Proposition 2. Let T:<€' ^% and S:<€-=><€' be functors, let íS,k) be a left

adjoint system of T, and let the aA be the natural transformations described in

the preceding proposition. The following two statements are equivalent:

(1) k is a natural transformation from 1% to TS.

(2) a = {aA}Aei is a natural transformation from M'Sttf),^') to M{$, T(#")).

When these conditions are satisfied we say that k or a defines S as a left adjoint

functor ofT.
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Proof. Assume first of all that k is a natural transformation, and letf:A-

in <€. We must show that the diagram

B

V-AA-

lBA'

->M(A,T(A'))

M(f,T(A'))

+ M(B,T(A'))

M(S(A),A') —

M(S(f),A') '

M(S(B),A')~

is commutative for any A'e<é". But if g'eM(S(B),A'), we have

*AA-M(S(f),A')(g') = aAA.(g'S(f)) = T(g'S(J))KA = T(g')(TS(f)KA)

= T(g')KBf= aBA.(g')f= M(f,T(A'))aBA,(g').

Conversely, assume that a is a natural transformation, and let/:.4-»B in c€.

From the commutativity of the diagram

-> M(A, TS(B))
<XAS(B)

aBS(ti)

M(f,TS(B))

-> M(B, TS(B))

M(S(A),S(B))

M(S(f),S(B))

M(S(B),S(B))

we deduce that

TS(f)KA = aAS(B)(S(f)) = aASiB)(lSiB)S(f))

= aAS(B)M(S(f), S(B))(l siB)) = M(f, TS(B))aBS(B)(lS(B))

- M(f,TS(B))(KB) = KBf

so that k is a natural transformation.

Definition 2. Given a functor T:^' -*Sf, a left adjoint system (S,k) of T will

be called regular if, given any /: A -*■ T(A'), there exists a unique g:S(A)-*A'

such that/ = T(g)KA, i.e., if for each A e <€ the natural transformations aA defined

in Theorem 1 are composed of biunique and surjective maps. If S is a left adjoint

of T and if k: 1# -► TS is a natural transformation, then we will say that S is a

regular left adjoint of T defined by k if (S, k) is a regular left adjoint system of T.

Proposition 3. Given a functor T-.W->% and a regular left adjoint system

(S,k) of T, there exists a unique left adjoint of T, which we also denote by S,

defined by k.

Proof. If such a functor S exists, then for every f:A -» B in eë, S(f) must be

the only morphism from S(^l) to S(B) for which the diagram

-> TS(B)TS(A)-
4- TS(f)

f ■+  B
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is commutative. Let us show that this effectively defines a functor. For every

Ae%, since ka = T(1S(A))ka, lS(il) = S(l¿). lî f:A-+B and g:B-+C, since

TS(J)ka = KBf and TS(g)KB = Kcg,

T(S(g)S(f))KA = TS(g)(TS(f))KA = (TS(g)KB)f= Krfgf)

so that S(g) S(f) = S(gf).

Proposition 4. Given a functor T-.W -» ^any two regular left adjoints S and

S' of T are equivalent.

Proof. Let k-:1^->TS and k':1^.-»TS' be natural transformations defining

S and S' as regular left adjoints of T. For each y4e#, there exist unique morphisms

C¿:S(A) -► S'(A) and //^: S'(A) -+ S(A) such that k'a = T(Ca)ka and k4 = T(y\a)k'a.

Then

«i = T(CA)T(nA)K'A = T(CAnA)KA,

ka  = T(nA)T(t;Á)KA   = T(n¿A)KA

so that ÇAnA = lj'U) and fxCx = Is(A)< i-e-> £4 and nA are isomorphisms and

inverses of one another. Now we show that £ = {Ca}a eë is a natural transforma-

tion. Let/:/I -+Binc€. Since the two diagrams

TS(,4)-ZÄ0-> rs(B) Ts'(,4)-T1SÙ-> rs'(B)
A A

B KX KB

A —>    B A-*->   B

are commutative, we have

T(S'(f)CA)KA =  TS'(f)(T(i:A)KA) = TS'(f)KA = K'Bf= T(tB)KBf

= T(UTS(f)KA = T(US(f))KA

so that S'(fXA = CbS(/). Then, n = {nA}Ae^ must also be a natural transfor-

mation.

Given two functors T:«"-><r and T':«"-»«^'. If (S,k) and (S',k') are left

adjoint systems of T and 7", respectively, and if, for each .¿e^, one sets

k"a = T(k'SIA))ka, then (S'S,k") is a left adjointjsystem of TT' which we will

call the product of the two given systems. If A e<€ and if/ : A -* TT'iyl"), there

exists g: S(A) -* T'(A") such that/= T(g)nA and then there exists h: S'S(A) -» A*

such that g = T'(h)K'S(A) so that/= TT'(a)(T(kíU))kJ.

If the aA and the <x¿. are the natural transformations associated with (S, k) and

(S',k'), respectively, then it is easy to see that the a^as'(X) are the natural trans-

formations associated with (S'S, k").

Now assume that the functors S: # -> V and S' : <€' -* if* are left adjoints of T

and T' defined by the natural transformations k:1^-+TS and k':l%.-+ T'S',

respectively,   and  let   a : M(S(W), T) -» MÇZ, T(V')) and   a' : M(S'(#')> <$")
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-> M(#', T'(%>")) be the natural transformations corresponding to k and k',

respectively.

Then, using the notation of [6, Appendix], S'S is a left adjoint functor of TT'

defined by the natural transformation (T*íc'*S)k: 1¥-+ TT'S'S to which is

associated the natural transformation

aia'*S):MiS'Si<<g),W)-*Mi(ë, TT'i<£")).

It is trivially true that the product of two regular left adjoint systems or of two

regular adjoint functors is again regular.

We now notice that if C is a set of objects of ^ which is a basis of injectives of

an injective structure 93(®,C) of ^, if <ê' denotes the complete subcategory of ^

whose objects are the objects in C, and if T denotes the natural injection of #'

in #, then T has a left adjoint system (S, k) obtained by choosing for any object A

ofß any map ka : A -+ SiA) in ®, where Si A) eC We will call (S, k) a description

of 93. If T has a left adjoint S defined by a natural transformation k, we will say

that iS,k) is a functorial description of 93. Notice that S may just as well be con-

sidered as a functor of ^ into itself, that the notation T for the natural injection

of <€' in ^ may be dropped completely, and that k is then a natural transformation

from l<g to S. This we will henceforward assume whenever we speak of a functorial

description (S, k) of an injective structure 93 of c€. It is then clear what we mean

by a regular description of a regular injective structure 93 of e€, and it follows

immediately from Proposition 4 that any two regular descriptions of 93 are

equivalent.

Proposition 5. // the injective structures 93(S,Ci) and 93'(S',Ci') of % are

described by ÍS,k) and ÍS',k'), respectively, and if for each object A of ft, there

exists pA:SiA) -» S\A) such that k'a = pAKA, then 93 is finer than 93'.

Proof. Let f:A^B be in S and let <p:A^>Q', where ß'eC Then there

exists g:B-*SiA) such that KA = gf, and there exists \j/:S'iA)-* Q' such that

<p = \¡ik'a, so that (¡> = \¡/pAKA = i\l/pAg)f. Therefore/e»P(C) = Q'.
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Now let T:fé" -» %> be any functor and assume that T has a left adjoint system

(S,k). Then by Proposition 2 of ^f,{T(A')}A,e^, is a basis of an injective struc-

ture 33 of <£. We now generalize this situation. Let 35'(S',£i') be an injective

structure of #'. As above, £T determines a complete subcategory "£"' of #', and

if T' denotes the natural injection of <?" into *&', T' has a left adjoint system so

that TT' has a left adjoint system which determines an injective structure

33(<5,£0 of if, T(Q') being a basis of injectives of 33. We will say that 33 is induced

by 35 ' through T. We notice that Q contains any / : A -* B for which there exists

g:S(A)^>S(B) in <S' such that the diagram

TS(A)--—->TSiB)
A. 1 \g) A

/ -> B

is commutative. If <f>:A-+ T(Q'), Q' e£)', there exists \¡i:S(A)-+Q' such that

<h = T(\¡i)ka, and then there exists %:S(B) -* Q' such that \p = xg so that

</> = TUSK* = 7/(x)(T(g)KO = iTix)KB)f.

If k is a natural transformation defining a left adjoint functor S of T, then

what we have just seen is that S 2 S-1 (®'). If, furthermore, S is a regular left

adjoint of T, then we have that (3 = S_1(S'). If /:A->B is in ®, and if

<p:S(A)^Q' eQ', then there exists \J/:B^T(Q') such that T(</>)k¿ = i/r/and then

there exists x-S(B) -* 6' such that \¡i = T(x)kb so that

T(</>)^ = T(X)kb/= Tix)TSif)KA = TixSif))KA.

W/7

f

TSiA)-^-^-> TS(B)

—> B

Therefore (/> = x$(f)-

It is then obvious that if S has the property that a morphism / in # is a

monomorphism if and only if S(/) is a monomorphism and if 33'is the exact

injective structure of if', i.e., if S' consists of all the monomorphisms of #',

then 35 is the exact structure of <€. (Given a ring homomorphism \p:R-+R', if

one applies this last statement to the functors T = HomR(R'^R) and S, the

natural injection of ^V in fé^, one obtains a well-known proof of the existence of

enough injectives in a category of modules (see [4, p. 31]).)

We now consider an example. A ring homomorphism i¡/:R-±R' will always

apply unity element onto unity element. Given such a ring homomorphism, any

module in ^R- may be turned into a right R-module in a natural way and then

any R'-homomorphism/'M' ->B' may be considered as an R-homomorphism
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of the corresponding right R-modules. This defines a functor T from #R< to ^K.

If A is any module in %'R, then A ®RR' may be turned into a right R'-module

S(A) by defining (a ®x)y = a ®(xy) for each aeA and each x,yeR'. Then, if

ka is that map from A into 5(^4) which maps each aeA onto a ® 1, (S,k) is a

regular left adjoint system of T, as is well known. If 93'(<5',£}') is an injective

structure of ^R-, then, as we have seen above, 33' induces an injective structure

93(S,C) of ^R through T, where <S is the class of all R-homomorphisms/M -+B

in <€R such that that S(f):S(A)-+S(B) is in S ' and where 93 has a basis of

injectives consisting of all R'-modules in £>' considered as R-modules. We notice

that if JV is an ideal of R and if ip is the natural homomorphism of R onto R/RN,

then for each module A in ^R, ka may be identified with the natural homomor-

phism of A onto A/AN.

We notice that there are three possible dualizations of the preceding theory,

obtained by replacing ^ or (€' or both by their duals.

4. Radicals.

Definition 1. Apreradical roíais a function which assigns to each module

A of <€R a submodule x(A) oî A which is such that if f:A-*B, then/maps x(A)

into r(B).

A preradical of (€R may thus be considered as a functor from C€R to <€R or, more

precisely, as a subfunctor of the identity functor of ^.

One may define a partial order relation on the class of all preredicals of #A in

the obvious way: if x± and r2 are prereradicals of ^êR, tj £r2 if for any module

A of ^R, Xi(A) sr2(,4). Then the function r0, which assigns to each module A of

^êR its 0-submodule, is the smallest preradical of ^R, while the function x¡, which

assigns to each module A of C€R A itself, is the largest preradical of ^R. Also, if

{x¡}¡s¡ is any family of preradicals of ^R, the functions which assign to each

module A of ^R (~\ieiXi(A) and E¡6/r¡(/i), respectively, are the greatest lower

bound or intersection and the least upper bound or sum of the given preradicals,

respectively. We will denote them by f")¡ E ¡ r¡ and Lie / r¿.

Given two preradicals rt and r2 of ^R, one can define their product r2rt and

their quotient ti : r2 to be the functions which, respectively, assign to each module

A of ^n the submodules r2(ri04)) and <p~1(x2(A¡xí(A))) where <p is the natural

homomorphism A -* A/x^A). That these are preradicals of ^R is easy to verify.

Now if r is a preradical of %R, we define the following sequence of preradicals

of ^.We first define rl =r, and then assuming that r has been defined for all

a < ß, we set xß =rr"-1 if ß is not a limit ordinal and xß = Q^r if ß is a limit

ordinal. Then the intersection r of all the r", a running through the class of all

ordinals, is a preradical of (éR which assigns to each module A of #Ä the largest

submodule B of A for which x(B) = B. It is obvious that r is the largest preradical

smaller than r for which rr = r or for which r2 = r.

Similarly, or really by duality, one may construct a smallest preradical r larger
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than r for which r:r = r or for which r : r = f. This preradical r assigns to each

module A of<£R the smallest submodule B of A for which XÍA/B) = 0.

Definition 2. A preradical r of ^R will be called a radical if r =r, i.e., if for

every module A of ^R, xiAjxiA)) = 0.

We notice that r0 and x¡ are both radicals of <tëR and that r0 =r0 and Xj = Xj.

Lemma 1. Ifx is a radical of%R and if A ç x(B), then xiB/A) = xiB)¡A.

Proof. The natural homomorphism of B onto B\A maps x(B) into xiB/A) so

that xiB)/A £ xiB/A). The natural homomorphism of B\A onto B\x(B) maps

XiB/A) into r(B/r(B)) = 0 so that xiB/A) ç xiB)¡A.

Proposition 1. (a) IfXy and x2 are radicals of£R, then so is XyX2.

(b) //{r¡}¡ ej is a family of radicals of&n, then so isf\is jX¡.

(c) Ifx is a radical ofWR, then so is X.

Proof. Let A be any module in t?R.

(a) By Lemma 1, x2iAIXyX2iA)) = x2iA)¡XyX2iA) so that

XyX2iA¡XyX2iA)) = Xyix2iA¡XyX2iA))) = Xyix2iA)IXyix2iA))) = 0.

(b) Let r= P)ie jr¡. By Lemma 1, for each i el, x^A/xiA)) = x¡iA)lxiA) so that

rG4/r(¿)) = fï hiAKA)) = f| XiiAMA)
ie I ¡el

(c) follows from (a), (b) and the definition of r.

Definition 3. If r is a preradical of ^R and if A ç B, then we will say that

A is r-dense in B and write A g XB if XiB/A) = B\A. If r(/4) = 0, then we will say

that A is r-separated.

Proposition 2. If x is a preradical ofïïR, then

AçBçC&A^tC=>B^xC,

and if X is a radical,

A^XB&B^XC=>A^XC.

Proof. To prove the first part, we need only remark that the natural homo-

morphism of C/A onto C/B maps C\A = xiC\A) into r(C/B) so that r(C/B) = C/B.

To prove the second part, wé notice that B\A = XiB/A) ç xiC/A) so that by

Lemma 1, r(C/A)/(B/A) = r((C/A)/(B/^)). However, iC¡A)HBIA) s C\B = r(C/B),
so that xüC\A)\iB\A)) = iC¡A)HB¡A) and, therefore, r(C/4) = C/A, i.e., A = XC.

Let 93(<5,Ci) be an injective structure of cêR. If A is any module in ^R, there

exists (p:A-+Qin <£, where ßeCi. If \¡/:A-*B is in <5, there exists X-B-+Q such

that (p = x4> so that ker "A — ker#.
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A

«A

B

Thus ker <p is the largest kernel of a homomorphism in S defined on A. We

denote it by x%(A) and show that the function % is a radical of ^R. Iff: A -* B,

let <p:A -* Q and ip:B -* Q' be homomorphisms in <£, where Q and Q' are in C

Then there exists g: Q -» Q' such that i/r-/= g0 so that/ maps kertp = %(A) into

kerxp = Xm(B) and therefore % is a preradical. Furthermore, <p = fc/i, where /i is

the natural homomorphism of A onto A/xm(A)and k is amonomorphism. By B3,

fc e S so that x%(A¡x%(A)) = 0 and therefore % is a radical. It is obvious that

every module in Cl is r^-separated. We notice the following example: by Pro-

position 3 of §1, the set of all inequivalent simple modules in e€R is a subbasis

of injectives of an injective structure 33 of ^R, and for any module A in C€R it is

obvious that X%(A) is the radical of A in the sense of Bourbaki [2].

The following three statements are easy to verify.

(1) Given two injective structures 93i and 932 of %R, if 93t is finer than 932,

then rSl £ %2.

(2) The coarsest and finest injective structures of ^R respectively define the

largest and smallest radicals of <eR.

(3) From the proof of Proposition 4 of §1 it follows that if {3^},- e , is a family

of injective structures of cêR and if 93 = supfe j93¡, then r8 = p|f eIxmr

Proposition 3. Ifx is a radical of$R, then the class of all x-separated modules

is the class of injectives of a regular injective structure 93 ofc€R. It is the finest

injective structure of£R defining the radical x.

Proof. Let A be any module in #Ä and let cp be the natural homomorphism

of A onto Ajx(A). If f:A^B, where B is r-separated, then x(A) £ ker/so that

there exists one and only one g:A/x(A) -» B such that/= g<p. From Proposition 4

of §1, we conclude immediately that the r-separated modules are the injectives of a

regular injective structure 93 of cé>R obviously defining the radical r. If 93'(<3',û') is

any injective structure of ^R defining the radical r, then, as was stated above,

every module in C is r-separated so that 93' is coarser than 93.

Proposition 4. // 93(£,Q) is an injective structure of€R defining the radical

X and if (p:A^B, then imtp ^XB if and only if,for any two homomorphisms g

and g' from B to some Q efî, gtp = g'tp implies that g = g'.

Proof. Set D = Bjimtp and let \¡i denote the natural homomorphism of B onto

D. Assume first of all that im <p ̂tB. If g, g' : B -> Q, whereQeC, and if gcp = g'tp,

i.e., (g- g')4> = 0, then there exists h:D^Q such that g - g' = h\¡/. But since Q is
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r-separated, A maps D = x(D) into x(Q) = 0 so that A = 0 and therefore g = g'.

Conversely, assume that g<j> = g'cj), where g,g':B -» Q,Q sQ, implies that g = g'.

Then there exists X'D-*Q in S, where ßeQ, and as we know, ker# = x(D).

Obviously, x1!**!* = 0 so that by our hypothesis x<A = 0 and since \p is an epimor-

phism, x = 0 and therefore D = t(D), i.e., imd> ̂ rB.

Notice that by Proposition 3, Q may be taken to be the class of all r-separate

modules in Proposition 4.

Theorem 1. //35(<3,Q) is an injective structure oft£R, then the class £}* of

all modules A in 'tíR for which there exists a monomorphism <p:A^Q in S,

where Q eQ and where X^QIimcj)) = 0, is the class of injectives of the coarsest

regular injective structure finer than 33. Furthermore r^. = rs.

Proof. Let St be the class of all homomorphisms \¡/:C-+D in <3 such that

im \¡i ̂  D. Given such a homomorphism \¡/ and given f:C-+A, where A eQ.*,

vv e show that there exists a unique g : D -* A such that f=g\p. The uniqueness of g

follows immediately from Proposition 4. There exists (p:A-*Q in ®, where

ßeQ and x^Qjimcp) = 0. Since QeQ and i/zeQ, there exists fc:D->Q such

that (/>/= fei/' and /c induces A : D/im i/f -» Q/im <p.

-> D/im i/í

A

-> Q/im 4>

Then A must map D/im i^ = r^D/im ^) = rs(D/imi/0 into r^g/im 0) = 0 so that

A = 0, and therefore there exists g: D -* A such that k = </>g. Then $f=k\p = <pg\p,

and since <p is a monomorphism, / = gi//.

Now, if A is any module in ^R, we show that there exists (¡>*:A->A* in S,,

where A*eQ.* and where ker $* = X%(A) so that, by Proposition 4 of §1, Q*

is the class of injectives of a regular injective structure 35* of ^ defining the

radical %. We know that there exists cj> : A -> Q in <5, where QeQ. Let /

denote the natural homomorphism of Q onto Q/im </> and let A* = x~ 1(x¡BiQlim c¡>)).

Then, c¡> = i/r^*, where i/f is the natural injection of A* into Q, and obviously,

ker<£* = X%(A). By B3, $* e<5. Furthermore,

t^A*lim </>*) = xJx^Qlimcp)) = fs(Ö/imp0) = ¿*/im</>*

so  that  <¡>*e<5i.  Now  we need to  show  thati/reS.   Let /: A* -* Q' eG.

->¿*
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There exists g: ß -» ß' such that f(j)* = g<t> = gty<p*. Since r^Oá/im 0*) = /l/im </>*

and since ß' eC¡, by Proposition 4,/= gi/f. But also, since

XviQ/A*) s r8((ß/im tfO/%(ß/im <¿») = 0,

we have that A* fG*. It is obvious that 93* is finer than 93.

Now, if 93'(®',Cl') is a regular injective structure of %R finer than ^B.

and if Si is the class of all morphisms \¡/':C'-+D' in <S' for which

%(D'/im {£') = D'/imt//', since % £%, by Proposition 4, Sis««! so that

obviously £}' = 0(6/) 2 «(SJ = £*, i.e., 93' is finer than 93*.

5. The ring homomorphism defined by a regular injective structure of të^. Let

93(S,C) be a regular injective structure of (€R and let (S, k) be a regular functorial

description of 93. If A is any module in ^R and if a e A, then we will denote by (pa

the only R-homomorphism from R to A that maps 1 onto a. This is a notation

that we will adopt throughout this paper. If ßeC, then for each xeß there

exists a unique homomorphism <¡5X: S(R) -* ß such that 4>x = cfixKR.

SiR)

Kr

We define a product of the type ß x SiR) -> ß as follows : xy = $x(y) for each

xeß and each y e S(R). Then, we have the following:

(1) If xeß and y, y'eS(R),

xiy + y') = ^(y + y') = $Jy) + $Jy') = xy + xy'.

(2) Ifx, x'eßandreR,

i4>x + <PX')ir) = 4>xir) + <M>0 = xr + x'r = (x + x')r = </>x+JC4»

so that <px + <f>x: = <t>x+x-. Therefore

i$x + <I>x-)Kr = <fix*R + <S>x*R = (¡>x + 4>x' = éx + x' = <¡>x + x*R

so that <ßx + $x. = <l>x+x-. Then, for any y e SiR),

(x + x')y = $x+x.iy) = ($, + $x.)iy) = $Jy) + $xty) = xy + x'y.

(3) Ifxeß, y eS(R) and reR,

$x<ßyKRir) = $x4>yir) = ^(yr) = $xiy))r

= ixy)r = <pxyir) = $xyKRir)

so that <px(¡)y = (fixy. Then, for any y' e SiR),
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(xy)y' = $Xy(y') = tt(y') = $x(yy') = x(yy').

This shows that S(R) may be turned into a ring over which each module in C

is a right module. Let us show that kr is a ring homomorphism mapping unity

element onto unity element and that each module in C is a unitary module over

S(R). If r,r' eR,

KR(r)KR(r') = $KRÍr)KR(r') = <pKRÍr)(r') = KR(r)r'= KR(rr').

If ßeCUndxeg,

XKR(l) = $XKR(V) = <px(l) = xl=X.

IfreR,

KR(r) = KR(lr) = KR(l)KR(r) = $Km)KR(r)

so that 1S(R) = $KJj(i) and then, for any y e S(R),

KR(l)y = &R(i)(y) = y.

We notice that for any ßeC, the S'(R)-module structure we have just defined

on ß induces the original R-module structure on ß, for if x e ß and r e R,

XKR(r) = <ßxKR(r) = <px(r) = xr.

From the fact that kr is a ring homomorphism, it follows, by Proposition 3 of

§3, that if r is a radical of %R, then r(R) is a two-sided ideal of R.

Lemma 1. Iff:Q-*Q' is an R-homomorphism, where Q.ß'eCl, and if one

turns Q and Q' into S(R)-modules as above, then f is an S(R)-homomorphism.

Proof. If x e Q and r e R,

4>j(xp) =/(*) • r =f(xr) =f<px(r)

so that (pfM=f<px, i.e., $nx)KR=f$xKR,   and   therefore $J(x)=f(¡>x.   Then

if yeS(R),

f(xy) =/^(y) = $nx)(y) =f(x)y.

Corollary. 1/ <€' is the complete subcategory of ^s(r) whose objects are the

modules in C, turned into right S(R)-modules as above, then S may be considered

as a functor from ^R to (€' and, as such, it is a regular left adjoint of the natural

injection of£' into <€R.

Theorem 1. The class of all modules in Cl turned into right S(R)-modules as

above is the class of injectives of a regular injective structure of ^S(R) whose

class of proper maps is contained in the class of all S(R)-homomorphisms

f;A-*B that are in (3 when considered as R-homomorphisms.

Proof. If A is any S(R)-module and if / : A ->■ Q is an S(R)-homomorphism,

then there exists a unique R-homomorphism g: S(A) -> Q such that/= gKA, and
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by Lemma 1, g is an S(R)-homomorphism. If we can show that ka is an S(R)-

homomorphism, the first part of this proposition will follow from Proposition 4

of §1. Let a e A and consider the two functions o and t from S(R) to S(A) defined

as follows :

o(y) = KA(ay),       x(y) = ¡cA(a) ■ y,

for each yeS(R). It is obvious that a and t are R-homomorphisms. Then, for

each r e R,

o-KR(r) = KA(aKR(r)) = ka(ükr(1 ■ r)) = KA(aKR(l)r)

= KA(ar) = KA(a)r = KA(a)tcR(r) = %KR(r)

so that a = x, and therefore ka is an S(R)-homomorphism. Now let f:A->B be

an S(R)-homomorphism which is proper with respect to this injective structure

°f ^s(R). Then there exists an S(R)-homomorphism g:B-*S(A) such that

ka = gf. Then, by B3, considered as an R-homomorphism, fe S.

Theorem 2. Under the conditions of Theorem I, the following three statements

are equivalent:

(1) The functors S and ^R ®RS(R) are equivalent.

(2) If A is an S(R)-module, then x(A) = 0.

(3) Every S(R)-module is an R-module in C, i.e., the regular injective struc-

ture of ^s(K) whose existence is asserted in Theorem 1 is the finest injective

structure of£s,Ry

Proof. That (1) implies (2) is obvious. Assume that (2) holds and let A be a

module in ^S{R). Then kerK¿ = x(A) = 0, and since ka is an S(R)-homomorphism,

S(A)/ka(A) is an S(R)-module so that S(A)¡ka(A) = x(S(A)/ka(A)) = 0. Therefore

ka is an isomorphism and A eC

Finally, assume that (3) holds. Let p denote the canonical R-homomorphism

from A to A ®RS(R). Then A ®RS(R) can be turned into an S(R)-module in a

natural way and there exists a unique S(R)-homomorphism <f>A : A ®RS(R) -> S(A)

<Pa
A ® RS(R) < > S(A)

\ ^     /

À\ Áa

such that ka = (pAp. Then, since A ® RS(R), as an R-module, is in C and ka e S,

there exists a unique R-homomorphism \pA : S(A) -► A ®RS(R) such that

p = \¡/aka and by Lemma 1, \pA is an S(R)-homomorphism. We then have that
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ksA)*A = *a = ^a4>aKa

and therefore 1S(A) = 4>a^a- We also have that

^A®RSlR)ß = li=^A^Aß

and therefore 1¿® S(Ä) = ^a'Pa- Thus C€R ®KS(R) and S are equivalent.

Now we show by an example that the three equivalent statements in Theorem 2

do not always hold. Let R be the ring of ordinary integers and let p be a prime

of R. Then the set of all cyclic modules of orders p", n = 1,2,3, •••, is a subbasis

of injectives of a regular injective structure 93(<5,Ci) of #Ä(10), if r denotes the

radical of V>R defined by 93, for any module A, r(A) = Ç\n m y p"A, and if (S,k) is

a functorial description of 93, S(R) is the ring of p-adic integers. Then, if A is an

R-module of type p00, r(^) = A^O and A is an S(R)-module.

Theorem 3. Ifip:R^R' is a ring homomorphism and if R', turned into a

right R-module in the natural way, is x^-separated and contains an R-sub-

module C efj containing ^(R), in particular, ifR' efl, then there exists a unique

ring homomorphism y:S(R)-+R' such that \¡i = xkr-

Proof. There exists a right R-homomorphism x-SiR)-> C such that \p = xkr,

and since R' is r^-separated, x is the only right R-homomorphism from S'R) to

R' with this property. Let y be an arbitrary element of S'R) and consider the

two maps a and x from S(R) to R' defined as follows: aiy') = xiy)xiy')<

t(y') = xiyy') f°r eacn y' eS(R)- It is obvious that a and x are right R-homo-

morphisms. But for any reR,

aKRir) = xiy)lKRir) = z(y)i¿>(r) = xiy)r = xiyr) = xiy^ir)) = XKRir)

so that a = x, and therefore ^ is a ring homomorphism. If %' is any ring homo-

morphism from SiR) to R' such that /= x'kr, then for any ye SiR) and any

reR,

x'iy) = x'iyKRir)) = x'iy)x'KRir) = x'iy)Hr) = x'iy)r

so that x' is a right R-homomorphism and therefore x' = X-

We now define, for any module A in ^R, a canonical correspondence, always

denoted by p, between the R-submodules of A and the S(R)-submodules of SiA)

that generalizes the well-known correspondence between the ideals of a commu-

tative ring and the ideals of one of its rings of quotients and that also generalizes

the correspondence between the ideals of, say, the ring of ordinary integers and

the ideals of one of its p-adic completions.

If B is an R-submodule of A and if n denotes the natural homomorphism of

A onto A/B, then we define p(B) to be the kernel of S(tt) : SiA) -» SiA¡B). Then by

Lemma 1, p(B) is an S(R)-submodule of SiA) obviously containing ka(B).

Furthermore, p has the following three properties :
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(1) p(B) is the smallest R-submodule of S(A) containing ka(B) such that

S(R)/p(B) is ^-separated.

Proof. That S(A)/p(B) is r$-separated is immediate since S(n) is a homo-

morphism into the r^-separated module S(A¡B). Let C be an R-submodule of

S(A) containing ka(B) and such that S(A)jC is %-separated, and let p be the

natural homomorphism of S(A) onto S(A)jC. Since ka(B) £ C, ptcA is null on

B so that there exists v: ̂ 4/B -* S(A)/C such that pKA = vn

S(A)-ÍÍ->S(A)/C

Î v

-+AJB.

Then KS{A)/cpKA = ks(A)/cvti = S(v)ka/bti = S(v) S(te)«^ so that KSU)/cp = S(v)S(7i).

Since S(Á)¡C is r^-separated, KS(il)/c is a monomorphism so that

C = kerp 2 kerSirc) = p(B).

(2) k¿ *(p(B)) = 7t_1 (rj,(/l/B)). This is immediate since, by definition, KA1(p(B))

is the kernel of S(ti)ka = ka/bti.

(3) ka 1(p(B)) is the largest of those R-submodules C of A for which p(C) = p(B)

(k7 J(p(B)) may be thought of as a generalized isolated component of B).

Proof. Let n' denote the natural homomorphism from A onto A\k7l(p(B)).

Then there exists a unique homomorphism y:A¡B^> A¡KA1(p(B)) such that

n' = yn. Obviously, 7 is an epimorphism, and by (2), the kernel of y is rs (A/B).

Then ye S and it is easy to verify that S(y):S(AIB)^S(A/KA~ 1(p(B)) must also

be in S so that, since S(A¡B) eß, S(y) is a retraction and therefore a monomor-

phism (one could even show that it is an isomorphism). But since S(n') = S(y)S(n),

P(k2\p(B))) = ker S(n') = kerS(Tt) = p(B).

Now, if C is an R-submodule of A for which p(C) = p(B) and if n" denotes the

natural homomorphism of A onto .4/C, then

C £ n"~ KUA/C)) = k-/ (p(Q) = k~a l (p(B)).

In §5, it will be shown by an example that p(B) is in general not necessarily gen-

erated as an S(R)-module by ka(B).

However, if the three equivalent statements of Theorem 2 hold, then for any

module A in ^R, S(A) = A® RS(R) is generated by ka(A) as an S(R)-module

and S is right exact. Then if B £ A and if/ and g denote the natural injection of B

in A and the natural projection of A onto 4/B, respectively, we have a commutative

diagram

S(B)- )S(A) -—-—> S(A¡B)->0
S(f) -f S(g)

*A

> B -£-> A -5->a/b ->0

KAIB
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with exact rows. Since S(B) is generated by kb(B) as an S(R)-module,

p(B) = ker S(g) = im S(f) is generated as an S(R)-module by S(f)KB(B) = ka(B).

It would not be difficult to extend the scope of this section by studying catego-

ries of R-modules with a type of structure compatible with their R-module struc-

ture and R-homomorphisms compatible with this type of structure.

A particular case of such an extended theory would be the following: choose a

fixed topology of R, compatible with the operations, and in the category whose

objects are the topological R-modules (the scalar product is a continuous function

of two variables) and whose morphisms are the continuous R-homomorphisms,

consider the regular injective structure whose injectives are the complete and

Hausdorff topological R-modules.

6. Rational injective structures and rings of quotients. Let A be a right R-module,

let B be an R-submodule of A. and let C be a subset of A. We define

B: C = {x e R \ Cx £ B}. B : C is a right ideal of R.

Definition 1. A preradical r of #R will be said to be a torsion preradical if,

for any module A in <ëR, B £ x(A) implies that x(B) = B or, equivalently, B £ A

implies that x(B) = x(A)nB, or again, if r, considered as a functor of <€K into

itself, is left exact.

We notice that the finest and coarsest preradicals of #R are torsion preradicals.

Proposition 1. Ifx is a torsion preradical oft£R, then for any module A of%R,

x(A) = {aeA\(0:a)<¡xR}.

Proof. Let aeA. The kernel of <pa is (0: a) and the image of 4>a is aR. But it is

obvious that a e x(A) iff r(aR) = aR, i.e.,iff (0: a) g tR.

Proposition 2. // r is a torsion preradical of£R, then the relation "g r" has

the following properties:

Fl. For all A, A ^tA.

F2. If A ̂ BçC, there A^tC implies that ASvBandB = tC.
F3. If A g rB and iftp is any homomorphism into B, then <p~1(A) — r(p~1 (B).

F4. If AçB and if for every x e B/A, (0:x) = tR, then A = tB.

If furthermore x is a radical, then we have

F5. A g rB and B^XC imply that A g XC.

Proof. Fl is obvious and the second half of F2 has already been established

(Proposition 2, §3). Assume that A^B = C and that A g rC. Then, x(CjA) =

C¡A 2 B/.4 so that x(B/A) = B\A, i.e., A g rB.
Now assume that A = tB and that <p is a homomorphism into B. Then

4>~Í(B)I4>~1(A) £ im<pl(im<i> n A) ̂  (imtp + A)\A £ B\A = x(B\A) so that
x(^1(B)ltp-1(A)) = cp-1(B)lcp-1(A), i.e., f1 (A) g JTl (B).

F4 is immediate by the definition of "g r" and the preceding proposition.

That F5 holds when r is a radical was seen in Proposition 2 of §3.
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Corollary 1. Ifx is a torsion preradical of£R,

A^XB&C<=B^ AnC^vC.

Corollary 2. Ifx is a torsion radical of$R,

A^vB&C^xB=>AnC^tB.

Proof. By Corollary 1, A n C ^ XC, and by F5, A n C ^ rB.

Proposition 3('). // "<;" is a relation between modules of ^R, where A-^B

implies A^B, which satisfies Fl to F4, iAen the set Sf of all right ideals A of R

such that A^R has the following properties:

Gl. Ae£r°and A Ç B Ç R imply that Be£f.

G2. AeS? and Be£f imply that AC\Be¿f.

G3. IfAeSP,thenforanyxeR,iA:x)eíf.

If furthermore, the relation "«£ " Aas íAe property F5, íAen Zf has the property

G4. If A ̂ BJfBeif, and if for each xeB,iA:x)eSf, then Aeif.

Proof. That Gl and G2 hold follows from F2 and Corollary 2 of the preceding

proposition.

Ifv4e^andxeR, then A : x = <¡>;1 iA) so that by F3, (A:x)^R and G3 is

established. If the relation "<;" satisfies F5, under the hypotheses of G4, if <p

denotes the natural homomorphism of R onto R/A, then A:x is the kernel of

(¡><px which maps 1 onto </>(x),i.e., A:x = 0:cj)(x), so that A ^ B by F4. Therefore,

byF5,A^R,i.e.,AeS?.

Corollary. If G4 is satisfied, then Ae^&Be £f'=> ABeif.

Proof. If x e A, then xB S .4B so that B e AB : x. By G1, (AB :x)eSf. There-

fore, by G4, AB e ST.

We notice that if for every Ae£r° there exists a two-sided ideal B e Sf contained

in A, in particular, if R is commutative, then X:x2B:x2Bey so that, by

Gl, A:xe£r°, i.e., G3 is a consequence of Gl.

Proposition 4. If St" is a set of right ideals of R satisfying conditions Gl to

G3, then there exists one and only one torsion preradical X oftíRfor which S? is

the set of all right ideals A of R such that A ^ rR. If, furthermore, & satisfies

G4, íAen r is a radical.

Proof. The uniqueness of r follows from Proposition 1. For each module A in

<ëR, set

x(A) = {aeA\(0:a)e^}.

If a,bex(A), since (0:a + b) 2 (0:a)n(0:f>), by Gl and G2, (0:a + b)eSr

(') Added in proof. These sets of right ideals and the rational injective structures they

define have also been considered by P. Gabriel (Bull. Soc. Math. France 90 (1963), no. 3).
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so that a + bexiA). If aexiA) and if xeR, then since 0:ax = (0:a) :x, by G3,

0:axe^, i.e., axer(i). Therefore xiA) is an R-submodule of A. If f:A->B,

since for any aeA, 0:/(a) 2 0:a, by Gl, / maps xiA) into r(B). We have thus

established that ris a preradical of <ëR. That it is a torsion preradical is immediate

from its definition.

Now assume that y satisfies G4. Let A be any module in e€R and let </> be the

natural homomorphism of A onto A/xiA). If x e xiA¡xiA)), pick ye A such that

<piy) = x. Then <p(py maps 1 onto x so that tp'^xiA)) = ker4>4>y = 0:x e^. Then,

for each ze^'(i(i)), since (0:y):z = 0:yz = 0 : <£y(z) e ^ by G4, (0:y)e^

so that ye r(^4) and therefore x = 0. Therefore r is a radical of (êR.

From now on, given a torsion preradical r of ^R, we will denote the set of all

r-dense right ideals of R by Sfx, we will denote by Cir the class of all modules of

r€R that are injectives with respect to the natural injections of ideals in 5£ in R,

and we will denote by Cr the class of all r-separated modules in Cir.

Lemma 1. If x is a torsion radical of ^R, and if A is any module in ^R, then

there exists an extension A of A such that

(1) A ^ XA.
(2) Ä is an essential extension of A.

(3) ///: C -> A where C e £fx, then f may be extended to g:R-^ Ä.

Furthermore, ifxiA) = 0, then XiA) = 0 and Â eCr.

Proof. Let {/¡}ie / be the family of all homomorphisms from ideals in SÇ into

A and let D be the direct sum of {R¡}¡6/, where for each ieI,RtsR. For each

i el, dorn/ is a submodule of R¡; the sum E of these submodules in D is direct

and, obviously, D\E is the direct sum of the family {/?,/dom/}iej so that

r(D/£) = (D/£). There exists f:E-> A such that for each i eI, f¡ is the restriction

off to dom/¡. Let g denote the injection of E into D and let iB,a,ß) be a direct

sum of A and D with / and g amalgamated. We then have the commutative

diagram with exact rows

so that a is a monomorphism and aiA)^xB. We may think of Bas a true extension

of A. It is then obvious that the restriction of ß to R¡ is an extension of f¡. Now,

if G is a submodule of B which is maximal with respect to the property G n A = 0,

then the natural homomorphism <p of B onto B\G = Ä induces an isomorphism

on A so that Ä may be considered as a true extension of A and Ä is an essential

extension of A. That it also has the other two required properties is obvious.
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Now, assume that x(A) = 0. Since r is a torsion radical

0 = x(A) = x(A)nA,

and since Ä is an essential extension of A, x(Ä) = 0. Then, let f:C -> Ä where

CeSr°x and let g be the restriction of/ to /"1 (A). By F3, /" l(A) = XC so that by

F2, fl(A)e£r°x. Therefore there exists h : R -* A extending g and since

f1(A) S XC and Ä is separated, by Proposition 4 of §3, h must coincide with

/on C. Therefore, À in this case is in C^.

Lemma 2. If x is a torsion radical ofßR, then for any module A of ^R, there

exists an extension ß of A such that

(l)A^xQ.
(2) Q is an essential extension of A.

(3) ßeCr.

Proof. In the case where x(A) = 0, Lemma 1 already gives us a solution. How-

ever, in general, one must apply Lemma 1 a transfinite number of times. We

define a transfinite sequence of extensions of A as follows : A0 = A and if for

each ß < a, Aß has been defined, then if a is not a limit ordinal we set Ax = Äx_l

while if a is a limit ordinal, we set Ax = {Jß<xAß. It is easy to verify that for each

a, A = xAa and Ax is an essential extension of A. Now let y be the least infinite

ordinal whose cardinal is larger than the cardinal of R, let Q = Ay and let

/: C -* ß where Ce£f%. By the choice of y, there exists a < y such that /(C) £ Ax.

Then there exists g:R->Ax+x £ ß extending/, so that ßeCr.

Theorem 1. Ifx is a torsion radical of£R, thenÙ.x is the class of injectives of

an injective structure 33r(Sr,Clr), where Sr is the class of all monomorphisms

f:A-*Bfor which there exists an epimorphism g:B-*C such that gfis a mono-

morphism and gf(A) g tC.

Proof. That ¥$(¿1,.) = Cr is obvious. To show that every ßeCr is injective

with respect to every homomorphism in Sr it is obviously sufficient to show that

such a module ß is injective with respect to any inclusion A g XC. Let f:A -» Q

and let g be a maximal extension of/ to a homomorphism from a submodule of C

into ß. For any xeC, since x(C/A) = C/A, A:xe£fx and since dorn g : x 2 A : x,

dorn g:xe£rcx. Then if \p denotes the restriction of tpx to dom g:x,\p maps dorn g : x

into dom g and g\p maps domg:x into ß. Since ß eCr, grp may be extended to

X:R-*Q. Now if for each xr + yexR + domg, one sets

C(xr + y) = ur + g(y)

where u = x(l), it is easy to show that this defines an R-homomorphism

Ç:(xR + dom g)->Q extending g, so that by the choice of g, xedom g.

Therefore dom g = C.
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If A is any module of ^R, then Lemma 2 shows that there exists a homomor-

phism (p:A->Q in Qx where ßeCi,.. Finally if f:A->B is a homomorphism

with respect to which all modules in Ùx are injective, there exists g:B -* Q such

that 4> = gf so that/is a monomorphism and if we consider g as a map from B

onto/(B) = C, g fis a monomorphism, and gfiA) g XC.

Corollary 1. If A is any module of yR and if Q is an extension of A whose

existence is asserted in Lemma 2, then Q is maximal with respect to the

properties (1) A ;g XQ and (2) ß is an essential extension of A.

Corollary 2. A module A of^^sin Ùrifand only if it has no proper essential

extension B such that A ^ XB.

Corollary 3. // Ais any module of%!R and if ß and Q' are two extensions of A

with the properties given in Lemma 2, then there exists an isomorphism of ß

onto Q' which induces the identity on A.

The reader will recognize in the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 and of Theorem 1

arguments due to R. Baer [1].

If A is any r-separated module of %R, we will now give another method for

constructing the extension A of A whose existence is asserted in Lemma 1. (It is

based on the method of R. E. Johnson for constructing the extended centra-

lizer of a ring over a module [8].)

We will call the homomorphisms from right ideals in ¡fx into A the r-frac-

tional homomorphisms from R to A.

Lemma 3. If fis an x-fractional homomorphism from R to A thenf possesses

a unique maximal extension which is, of course, also an x-fractional homo-

morphism from R to A.

Proof. Let/' and/" be two maximal extensions of/ and let/' and/" denote

their restrictions to dom/' n dorn/". Since dorn/ ^ rR, dorn/ £¡ x dorn/' n dorn /*.

Then, since A is r-separated, /'=/". Then if for each x'edomf and each

x"edom/" one sets gix' + x") =/'(x')+/"(x") it is easy to verify that this defines

an R-homomorphism g:dom/' + dom/"->-,4 extending both/' and/" and

since/' and/" are both maximal,/' =/".

We will denote the set of all maximal r-fractional homomorphisms from R to

A by Frr(R, A). We turn Frt(R, A) into a right R-module as follows:

If /, g e Frr (R, A) and if / and g denote the restrictions of / and g to

dom/ndomg :g rR, by Lemma 3, / + g possesses a unique maximal extension

which is in Frr(R, A) and which we define to be / + g. Then if f,g,he Frr(R, A)

and iff, g and h denote restrictions off, g and h to dom/ n dom g Pi dom h^xR,

if + g) + h and f + ig + h) are both equal to the unique maximal extension of

(/ + g) + h =/ + (g + h). The 0-map from R to A is obviously a unity element

for this addition and if /eFrr(R,yl), — f:domf->A is obviously the additive
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inverse of fin Frr(R,^4). Therefore Frx(R,A) is an abelian group under this

operation, obviously containing HomR(R,A) = A.

Now if r e R andfe Frr(R,M) and if for each x e dom/: r we setfr(x) =f(rx),

then/, is an R-homomorphism from (dom/: r) eifx into A since

fr(x +y) = f(r(x + y)) = f(rx + ry) =f(rx) +f(ry) =fr(x) +fr(y),

fr(xr') = f(r(xr'))=f((rx)r') = (f(rx))r' = (fr(x))r'.

Then,/, possesses a maximal extension in Frx(R,A) which we define to be/r.

To show that (/ + g)r =fr + gr, it suffices to show that these two fractional

homomorphisms coincide on

(dom/n dom g) : r = (dom/ : r) n (dom g : r) e ¿?.

But for any x in this ideal,

((/ + g)r)(x) = (f + g)r(x) = (f+ g)(rx) =f(rx) + g(rx)

= (fr)(x)+(gr)(x)=(fr+gr)(x).

To show that/(r + s)=fr +fs, it suffices to show that these two maps coincide

on (dom/ : r) n (dom/ : s) = dom/ : (r + s) e ¿f. But for any x  in  this  ideal,

{fif + s))(x) = f((r + s)x) =f(rx + sx) =f(rx) +f(sx)

= (fr)(x)+(fs)(x) = (fr+fs)(x).

To show that f(rs) = (fr)s, it suffices to show that these two maps coincide on

(dom/ : rs) = (dom/ : r) : s e £f. But for any x in this right ideal

(f(rs))(x) =f((rs)x) =f(r(sx)) = (fr)(sx) = ((fr)s)(x).

It is obvious that/-1 =/for anyfe Frr(R,,4).

Thus, Frt(R,^4) is a right R-module obviously containing the right R-module

HomÄ(R,^4) which is isomorphic to A. If /eFrr(R,^) and if redomf,

then dom/: r = R and since dom/r 2 dom / : r, fr e HomK (R, A). There-

fore, HomR(R,,4) :/ 2 dom / so that Hom^R,^) :feff7x. Therefore,

HomR(R,A)^xFrx(R,A). Now assume that /R n HomR (R, A) = 0. If redomf,

i.e., if ledom/:r, then as we have just seen above, freHomR(R,A) so that

0=fr(l)=fr(l)=f(rl)=f(r) and therefore/= 0. Therefore Frr(R,^) is an

essential extension of HomR(R,^.). If/eFrr(R,.4) and if ^ is the homomorphism

from R to HomR(R,,4) that maps 1 onto/, for each re dom/,

g(r)=freRomR(R,A)

and fr is to be identified with f(r) by the canonical isomorphism between

HomR(R,A) and A. Therefore g may be considered as an extension of/.

We have thus shown that the extension Frr(R,y4) of HomR(R,A) = A satisfies
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the conditions of Lemma 1. However, it appears that Lemma 1 gives a simpler

and more direct method for constructing such an extension of A. The reason

we have given this other method here is that it permits one to compare our results

with other results in the literature [8 ; 11 ; 5].

Theorem 2. Ifx is a torsion radical of^R, then Cr is the class of injectives

of the coarsest regular injective structure 93r(Sr,Cr) of^R defining the r adicalx.

Proof. If A is any module in <€R< let (p denote the natural homomorphism of A

onto Ajx(A) and let ip denote the injection of ^4/r(^4) into (^4/r(^4)) e Cr (defined

in Lemma 1). If/:,4->ß, where ßeCr since ß is r-separated, kerfsx(A) so

that there exists a unique g:Ajx(A)-+Q such that f=g(p. Since i^eS, and

ß sQj, there exists h:(A/x(A) -* ß such that g = h\p so that/= hipcp. If/= h'\¡/(p,

since im\¡itp g x(Ajr(A)) and ß is r-separated, by Proposition 4 of §3, h = h'.

By Proposition 4 of §1, Ct is the class of injectives of a regular injective structure

93t(Sr,Qt) obviously defining the radical r. Now let 93(<5,C) be a regular injective

structure of <€R defining the radical r and let A eß,. There exists (p : A -* Q in Q,

where ßeC and since 93 is regular, one may choose <p in such a way that for

any f:A-*QJ, where ß' ejQ, there exists a unique g:ß-> ß' such that /= g<p.

By Proposition 4 of §3, imtp g tß. Since A is r-separated, tp is a monomorphism

so that <peQx. Then (p is a retraction so that ie£l. Therefore, 93r is coarser

than 33.
We will call 93r the rational injective structure determined by r. If k: 1% -* S

is a regular functorial description of 33r, then for any module A, we will call S(A)

the r-rational completion of A and, as we saw in §5, S(R) may be turned into a

ring which we will call the ring of quotients of R determined by r.

Theorem 3. Ifx is a torsion radical of^n and if k:Iv -*S is a regular

description o/93t, then given any ring homomorphism ip:R-+R', if R', turned

into a right R-module in the natural way, is x-separated and has the property

that any right R-homomorphism from some right ideal Ae¿C to rp(R) may

be extended to a right R-homomorphism from R to R', then there exists a unique

ring homomorphism %: S(R) -» R' such that \p = xkr .

Proof. Let <p denote the natural homomorphism from R' onto R'l\p(R) and let

C = (p~1(x(R'li¡/(R.))). Then any right R-homomorphism /: A -» \p(R), where

Ae¿C, may be extended to a right R-homomorphism g:R->R' and since A g rR,

g maps R into C. If D is a submodule of C such that D n \j/(R) = 0, then obviously,

r(D) = Û, and since R' is r-separated, D = 0. Therefore C = \p(R) (see Lemma 1)

and since C is r-separated, CeCr Our theorem then follows immediately from

Theorem 3 of §5.

Example 1. r is the largest radical of cßR. In this case, A-—XB just means that

A £ B so that ®r is just the class of all monomorphisms and Clr is just the class

of all ordinary injective modules, i.e., 93r is the exact injective structure of ^R.
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Since 0 is the only r-separated module, 93r is just the coarsest injective structure

of«V
Example 2. r is the smallest radical of ^R. In this case, 93r and 93r are both

equal to the finest injective structure of ^.

Example 3. We define A = B to mean A ^ B(M) in the sense of [5] where

M is an arbitrary but fixed module in "?K, i.e., any partial homomorphism <p from

B to M for which A ç ker</> must be 0. As was shown in [5], this relation satis-

fies Fl, F2, F3 and F5. We show that it also satisfies F4. Assume that Aç B and

that for each x e BjA, iO:x) = R. Let <p be a partial homomorphism from B to M

such that A ç kercp. If b is in the domain of definition of <p, then <p(pb maps 1 onto

<pib) so that ker <p(pb = 0 :<£(/>) S R and therefore <p<¡)b = 0. Then, <pib) = </></>0(l)=0,

so that <p = 0.

With the radical r defined in this way, we see that M is r-separated and that r

is the largest torsion radical with respect to which M is r-separated. If M = R,

then we denote the torsion radical defined in this way and the corresponding

ring of quotients by by Xy and Ry, respectively; Ry is the ring of quotients of R

studied in [8 ; 11 ; 5]. However, the rational completion of a module studied in [5]

is in general not the ^-rational completion of this module. Note that, in general,

given a torsion radical r, M is r-separated if and only if A ?= RiM) for each Ae¿f.

Consider the case where R is the ring of all countably infinite diagonal matrices

with entries in a field F, where all but a finite number of diagonal entries are

equal. As was shown in [5], the subset N of all matrices in R such that all their

entries, except for a finite number, are null is an ideal of R with the property

N = RiR) and Ry is the ring of all countably infinite diagonal matrices with

entries in F. Obviously, p(A7) = Ry (the correspondence p was defined at the end

of §5). However, JV is obviously an ideal of Ry so that NRy = N =í Ry = piN).

Thus, if (S, k) is a regular description of the injective structure studied, the func-

tors S and e€R ® RRy are not equivalent.

Example 4. Let ê be a multiplicatively closed set of (two-sided) ideals of R,

each of which is finitely generated as a right R-module. Then, the set if of all

right ideals of R that contain some ideal in ê obviously satisfies Gl to G3. We

show that it also satisfies G4. If A s B and Be if, and if for each xeB,

(/I: x) e if, then given any yeR, since Beif, there exists Ceê such that yC ç B.

But C = XyR + ••■ + x„R. Since yx¡eB, iA:yx^e£f so that there exists C¡ee

such that yx¡C¡ ç A. Then,

yCCyC2 - C„ = yixyR + - + xnR)CyC2 - C„

<=\yxyCy + ■■■ +yxaC„çA.

Since CCy C2--Cneê,iA:y)eif. Therefore, AeSf.

Lemma 4. If S is a multiplicatively closed set of ideals of R, each of which is

finitely generated as a right R-module, ifx denotes the torsion radical defined
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by ê and if M is an x-separated module, then M eût if and only if any right

R-homomorphism from an ideal in S to M may be extended to a right R-homo-

morphismfrom R to M.

Proof. The necessity of this condition is, of course, obvious. Let us assume

the condition holds and let/: C -*M be an R-homomorphism, where C is a right

ideal of R containing some ideal A e S. There exists a right R-homomorphism

g:R^M extending the restriction fA off to A. But since M is r-separated and

A ^ rC,/must coincide with g on C.

Definition 2. We will say that an ideal A of R is weakly left invertible in the

extension ring R' of R if there exists a left R-submodule B of R' such that R £ AB

and BA £ R. We call B a weak left inverse of A in R' and note that it is a two-

sided R-submodule of R', for BR £ BAB ̂ RBçB.

Theorem 4. The following conditions on an ideal A ofR are equivalent.

(1) A is weakly left invertible in some extension ring of R.

(2) As a right R-module, A is projective and finitely generated and A ^ R(R).

(3) A ^ R(R) and if R' is an extension ring of R in which every right R-

homomorphism from A to R is extendable to a right R-homomorphism from R

to R', then A is weakly left invertible in R'.

(4) A is weakly left invertible in Rt.

Proof. Assume first of all that A has a weak left inverse B in some extension

ring R' of R. Then there exist elements au -,a,ei and bu---,bneB suchthat

aibi + ■■■ +anb„=l

and for each i, <p¡:a-> b¡a is a right R-homomorphism from Ato R. For each a e A,

a = la = üibia + ■■■ + a„bna = ai<pi(a) + •■■ + a„<pn(a)

so that by Proposition 3.1 of Chapter VII of [4], as a right R-module, A is pro-

jective and generated by a1,--.,a„. Let <p be a partial right R-homomorphism

from R to R such that A £ ker <p. If x e dom <p, <p(x)A £ d>(xA) £ 0(4) = 0 so that

<h(x)R £ <¡>(x)AB = 0 and therefore, d>(x) = cp(x)l = 0. Therefore, A g R(R).

Now assume that (2) holds and let R' be an extension ring of R such that every

right R-homomorphism from A to R is extendable to a right R-homomorphism

from R to R'. By the proof of Proposition 3.1 of Chapter VII of [4], there exists a

family of elements {a¡}" = i of A and a family of right R-homomorphisms

{<£; : A -> R},"= i such that for each a e A

n

a = Z arfiia).
¡ = i

Each 4>i may be extended to ij/f.R^R'. Set fci = i/'i(l). Then for each a eA,

b¡a = tyiil)a = (piia) and
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í 1 - I a,bt Ja = 0.

Since A - R(R), we conclude that 1 = 2?=1 a¡bf. Therefore, the left R-submodule

of R' generated by {&;}"= i isa weak left inverse of Ain R'.

That (3) implies (4) and (4) implies (1) is immediate.

This theorem permits one to speak simply of the weakly left invertible ideals

ofR.

Corollary. The set S2 of all weakly left invertible ideals of R is closed under

multiplication.

Proof. If A and C are in S2, then they have weak left inverses B and D, re-

spectively, in Ri and DB is a weak left inverse of AC in Rt.

We will denote the torsion radical and the ring of quotients determined by S2

by r2 and R2, respectively.

Lemma 5. Let S be a multiplicatively closed set of weakly left invertible

ideals of R defining the torsion radical x. If tp:R->R' is a ring homomorphism

and if for every AeS, the ideal ip(A) of ip(R) is weakly left invertible in R',

then R', turned into a right R-module in the natural way is x-separated.

Proof. If uA = 0, where ueR' and AeS, then if B is a weak left inverse of

\¡i(A) in R',

u = ul = u\p(l) e u(ip(A)B) = (uA)B = 0.

Lemma 6. If the ideal A of R has a weak left inverse in the extension ring R'

of R then every right R-homomorphism f:A-> R' may be extended to a right

R-homomorphism from R to R'.

Proof. There exist elements a,,-,a„e4and bi,---,bneR' such that

(1) l = albl + ••• +a„bn,

(2) a -> b¡a is a right R-homomorphism from A to R.

Set v =f(a1)b1 + ••■ +f(a„)b„eR'. Then, for any aeA,

f(a) = /(la) =/(aiftia + ••• + anbn<*)

= /(<»i)M + "• +f(a„)baa

= (f(ai)bi +•■• +f(an)bn)a = va

so that/is the restriction of (pv to A.

Theorem 5. Let S be a multiplicatively closed set of weakly left invertible

ideals of R, let x denote the torsion radical of mR determined by S and let

k:1«r->S be a regular description o/33r. Then kr is a monomorphism so that

S(R) may be considered as a true extension ofR, every ideal in ê has a weak left
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inverse in SiR) and if R' is an extension ring ofR in which each ideal in ê has a

weak left inverse, then there exists a unique ring homomorphism x-S(R)-»R'

extending 1R and x is a monomorphism.

Proof. By Theorem 4, each A e ê has the property A ^ RiR) so that R is r-

separated and therefore SiR) may be considered as a true extension of R. That

every ideal in ê has a weak left inverse in S(R) also follows from Theorem 4. Now

if R ' is an extension ring of R in which every ideal in ê has a weak left inverse, then

by Lemmas 5 and 6, R' eCr so that the existence and uniqueness of x follow from

Theorem 3 of §5. That x is a monomorphism follows from the fact that SiR) is an

essential extension of R.

Under the conditions of Theorem 5, if M is a module in ^S(R)sucn tnat r(M)=M,

then M = 0, for if xeM, there exists an ideal A e ê such that x^4 = 0 and if B is a

weak left inverse of A in S(R), then xRcxAB = 0. Thus, by Theorem 2 of §5,

S is equivalent to ^K ®RSiR) and every S(R)-module, considered as an R-module,

is in Gr. Also, if p is the canonical correspondence between the R-submodules of a

module M in ^R and the S(R)-submodules of SiM) defined at the end of §5, and

if N Ç M, then p(A7) = fcM(A7) • SiR). Furthermore, we have the following pro-

position.

Proposition 5. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5, if M is a module in <€R

and ifN' is an S'R)-submodule of SiM), then N' = pík^ÍN')).

Proof. If x e N', since km'M) ^ rS(M), there exists A e ê such that x^4 ç km(M).

If B is a weak left inverse of A in SiR), there exist elements ax,---,aneA and

by,---,bneB such that

1 = ayby + ■■■ +anbu

so that x = x • 1 = ixay)by + ••■ + (xa„)fc„. Since each

xa, eN'n Km(M) = kmík^\N')), x e k^k^íN')) ■ SiR) = p^iiV')).

Therefore JV' = kJk^íN1)) • SiR) = PÍK~MliN')).

Definition 3. An ideal A of R will be said to be left invertible in an extension

ring R' of R if A has a weak left inverse Bin R' with the extra property BA 2 R

so that BA = R. We then call B a left inverse of A in R'.

Proposition 6. If A is a weakly left invertible ideal of R, then the following

conditions on A are equivalent:

(1) A is left invertible in some extension ring of R.

(2) For every module M in ^R, M = HfiA), the sum being taken over all

feHomRiA,M).

(3) R = "LfiA), the sum being taken over allfeHomRiA,R).

(4) A is left invertible in any extension ring of R in which it is weakly left

invertible.
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Proof. Assume first of all that A has a left inverse B in some extension ring R'

of R. Then there exist elements a1, •••,aJ1e^4and èi,---,è„eB such that

l = blal + ••• +b„an.

If for each i, <p¡ denotes the right R-homomorphism from A to R mapping each

aeA onto bfi, then for any u eM,

u = ul =ubia1 + ■■■ +ubna,. = <pu<pl(ai) + ■■■ + (pu<p„(an)e       2 f(A).
f eHomR(A,M)

Now assume that (3) holds and that A is weakly left invertible in an extension

ring R' of R. Then

1 =/i(«i) + - +/„(«,,)

where each a,ev4 and each/¡ e HomK(^4,R).

By Lemma 6, for each i el, there exists gf.R-^R' extending/. If we set

b¡ = gi(l), then for all a e A,fj(a) = bta so that

\ = blai + - +bnan.

But the set B of all b e R' such that bA £ R is the largest weak left inverse of A in

R', and we have just shown that R £ BA so that B is a left inverse of A in R'.

This proposition permits one to speak simply of the left invertible ideals ofR.

Corollary. The set «?3 of all left invertible ideals of R is closed under

multiplication.

Proof. If A, Ce «?3, then A and C have left inverses B and D, respectively, in R2.

Then DB is a left inverse of .4C in R2.

We will denote the torsion radical and ring of quotients of R determined by «?3

by r3 and R3, respectively. Obviously, by Theorem 5 and Proposition 6, R3 is a

true extension of R contained in R2 and every ideal in «?3 is left invertible in

Definition 4. If «fis a set of ideals of R.then we will say that a module M in 1PR

is«f-divisible if M = MA for all Ae S.

Proposition 7. 7/^4 is a left invertible ideal of R and if M isa module in ^n

such that every R-homomorphism from A to M is extendable to an R-homo-

morphism from R to M, then M = MA.

Proof. If u e M, by Proposition 6, there exist maps/1; •••,/„ e HomK(^4, M) such

that

" =/i(«i) + - +/.ÍO
where the a¡ are in A. Then, for each i, there exists an R-homorphism g¡:R-+M

extending f¡ so that

« = £i(«i) + ••• + gn(a„) = fi(l)fli + ••• + g„(l)a„eM^.
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Corollary. If S is a multiplicatively closed set of left invertible ideals of R,

defining the torsion radical r, then every module in jQr is ^-divisible.

Definition 5. We will say that an ideal A of R is invertible in an extension ring

R' of R if A has a left inverse B in R' such that AB £ R so that AB = BA = R.

We call B an inverse of A in R'.

The set <^4 of all ideals of R that are invertible in some extension rings of R is

the intersection of S3 with the set of all right invertible ideals of R so that it is

closed under multiplication. We will denote the torsion radical and the ring of

quotients of R determined by SA by r4 and R4, respectively. It is obvious that as an

extension of R, R4 may be embedded in R3 and that every ideal in <?4 is left inver-

tible in R4.

Proposition 8. If A is an ideal of R which is invertible in some extension

ring R' of R and if M is a module in ^R smcA fAai M = MA, then every R-

homomorphism f from A to M is extendable to an R-homomorphism from R

to M.

Proof. There exist elements al,---,a„eA and bi,---,bn in the inverse B of A

in R' such that

l = aibi +■■■ +anbn.

Since M = MA, for each i,

f(ai) = u¡iXa + ••• +uinXin

where the uu e M and the Aiy- e A. Since B is an inverse of A in R', each X¡jb¡ e R.

Set

t> = "ii(Aii&0 + ••• +UiniXinbi) + ••• +wnl(AnlA0 4" "• +u„„iXanb„)eM.

Then, for any aeA,

f(a) = /(la) =f(aibia + - 4- a„bna)

= /(aO(M) + - +f(an)(bna)

= (unXn + ••• 4- M1„A10(A1a) + ••• + iu„iX„i + ••• + umXm)(bna)

= [uii(Xnbi) + ••• 4- Ui„(Xi„bi) + ••• + u„i(Anl&J 4- ••• + w„„(A„A)]a

= va

so that/is the restriction of </>„ to 4.

Corollary. If Sisa multiplicatively closed set ofideals ofRthat are invertible

in some extension rings of R, defining the torsion radical x, then Q.v is just the

set of all x-separated and ^-divisible modules in ^R.
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Proof. That every module in Ct is <¡?-divisible follows from the corollary of

Proposition 7. Conversely, if M is an r-separated and ^-divisible module, then

M eûj by the preceding proposition and Lemma 4.

Theorem 6. If an ideal A ofR is invertible and ifB is a left inverse of A in the

extension ring R' ofR, then B is an inverse of A in R'.

Proof. Since B is a left inverse of Ain R',

R' = RR' ç ABR' ç AR'

so that R' = AR'.

By Proposition 8, applied to the mirror image ofR, every left R-homomorphism

from A to R' is extendable to a left R-homomorphism from R to R'. Since A is

invertible, by Theorem 4 applied to the mirror image of R, as a left R-module,

A ^ RiR). Then by this same theorem, A has a weak right inverse B' in R'. By

Proposition 6, applied to the mirror image of R, there exists a right inverse B" of

A in R'. Then,

B" = RB" = BAB" = BR = B.

Theorem 7. Let ê be a set of invertible ideals of R which is closed under

multiplication and let x and R denote the torsion radical and ring of quotients

of R, respectively, determined by ê. Then the canonical homomorphism from

Rto R is a monomorphism so that R may be considered as a true extension ofR,

every ideal in ê is invertible in R, and if\j/:R-+ R' is a ring homomorphism such

that for every Aeê the ideal \¡iiA) of \¡iiR) is invertible in R', then there exists a

unique ring homomorphism from R to R' extending \¡i.

Proof. That the canonical homomorphism from R to R is a monomorphism

and that every ideal in ê is invertible in R follow from Theorem 5, Proposition 6

and Theorem 6. By Lemma 5, R', turned into a right R-module in the natural way,

is r-separated. If A e i and if B is the inverse of ifriA) in R', then

R' = R'iKR) = R'BipiA) ç R'ipiA) = R'A

so that R' = R'A. By the corollary of Proposition 8, R'e Cr. Then, by Theorem

3 of §5, there exists a unique ring homomorphism from Rto R' extending ip.

Corollary. The right ring of quotients of Rand the left ring of quotients ofR

determined by ê are equivalent ring extensions of R.

We notice of course that if R is a commutative ring, the notions of weakly left

invertible ideal and invertible ideal coincide.

7. Pure submodules. Let N be an ideal of R. Every module in fé'R/N may be

turned into a right R-module in a natural way and then every R/iV-homomor-

phism is also an R-homomorphism. This defines a functor T from ^R/ll to ^R.
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As was stated in §3, T has a regular left adjoint S defined by a natural transfor-

mation k: l^R -* TS and for each A in "tf^ ka may be identified with the natural

homomorphism of A onto A/AN. The exact structure of ^R/N then induces an

injective structure 3}N(QN,dN), where QN is the class of all those homomorphisms

f:A^B in <êR which induce a monomorphism from A ¡AN to B/BN and where

the class Q'N of all modules C in C€R such that CN = 0 and C, considered as an

R/N-module, is an injective module of ^R/N, is a basis of injectives of 93^.

If A eCjv, then there exist R-modules C and B such that C eCN and C = A@B.

Since CN = 0, we have AN = BN = 0 so that A may be considered as an R/N-

module and as such, it is a direct summand of C and therefore also an ordinary

injective module of #K/W. Therefore, CN = &w.

It is obvious that if we denote the radical of C€R determined by 93jv by r¡y, then

for any module A in <€R, xn(A) = AN. Then, QN consists of those homomorphisms

f:A->B, where ker/£ AN and where the natural injection off(A) into B is in

QN. If A £ B, then the kernel of the natural homomorphism ip of AjAN into

B/BN is (BN n A)jAN so that \p is a monomorphism if and only if BiV nA = AN,

i.e., the natural injection of A into B is in QN, which we denote by AyNB, if and

only if BN n A = AN. Thus, a homomorphism / : A -* B is in Sw if and only if

ker/£4JV and f(A)yNB.

Now let «? be any set of ideals of R and set

»/(<5*,Q#) = SU? SBjv.

The radical of 93^, which we denote by xg, is the intersection of all the xN, Ne S.

Furthermore, by Proposition 5, §l,Ujve*Cjv *s a SUDbasis of injectives of 93¿and

N eg

so that the homomorphisms in <5g, which we call the «?-pure homomorphisms of

^R, are those homomorphisms/ : A -* B for which kerf £ ^(^4) and BiV O A = AN

for all N e «?. We will refer to this last condition by saying that/(.4) is «?-pure in B

and by writing f(A)ygB. Notice that for any module A in <€R, xe(A) is the largest

«f-divisible submodule of A. The definitions and arguments given in §2 of [10]

extend almost word for word to yield a theory of y^-essential extensions of mo-

dules.

By Theorem 1 of §3, there is a coarsest regular injective structure 93* (<S* ,Cl|)

finer than 93^, 93*- determines the radical xs, and £>*■ contains the class of all homo-

morphisms /: A ->• B in <5g for which xs(Bjf(A)) = B¡f(A). We notice that if

/ : A -* B is such that ker/ £ ^(.4) and xs(B/f(A)) = Bjf(A), then / is not neces-

sarily in Qg : one must also have thatf(A)y¿B for/to be in S*.

It would be interesting to know general conditions under which 93¿ = 93*, for

example, in the following particular cases :
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(1) ê is the set of all maximal ideals of R (r^(R) is then the Brown and McCoy

radical ofR).

(2) ê is the set of annihilators of simple right R-modules (r^(R) is then the

Jacobson-Chevalley radical of R).

(3) ê is the set of all prime ideals of R (r^R) is then the lower nil radical of R).

(4) (fis the set of all finite products of ideals in one of the preceding sets.

We note that when ê is a multiplicatively closed set of non-null ideals of a

principal ideal ring R, then it was shown in [10] that 93J = 93,?.

We now assume that ê has the following property :

H. lfNy,N2eê, then there exists N e ê such that N £ Ny O A72. Then, for any

module A in <SR, {AN}Neg is a basis of the filter of neighborhoods of 0 of a topology

S?~iA,ê) of A compatible with addition and scalar multiplication. This topology

has the following properties :

(i)   xA\A) is the closure of 0 in iA,FiA,ê)).

(ii) If Aç B and if <p denotes the natural homomorphism of B onto B\A, then

the closure of A in (B,5"(B,i?)) is

Ç\iA+BN) = <p~\xsiBIA)).
N eg

(iii) If AysB, then ^(B, ê) induces ^~iA,ê) on A.

(iv) 3~iA, ê) is discrete if and only if AN = 0 for some Neê.

Lemma 1. // ¡FiA, ê) is Hausdorff and if iB,3~) is a completion of

iA,3~iA,ê)) then AySB.

Proof. We notice first of all that for each Neê, the closure AN of AN in

iB,.T) is an R-submodule of B and that {AN}Net is a basis of the filter of neigh-

borhoods of 0 in (B,y). Suppose that aeBNC\A, where Neê, so that

a = bynv + ••• brnr where bteB and n¡eN. There exists a neighborhood F of 0 in

(B,^") such that VnAç AN, and by the remark made above, we may assume

that V is an R-submodule of B. Since A is dense in (B,5"), for each i = 1,2, •••, r,

there exists a¡ e ib¡ + V)C\ A. Set a¡ = b, + cu where c, e V. Then

a - iayny + ■■■ + arnr) — (c^ + ••• + crnr)

so that a - iayny + ■■■ + arnr)eA(~\ V Ç AN and therefore a eAN.

Now if A is any module in fé'R, we denote by (¡>A the natural homomorphism of

A onto AjXgiA) = A'. Since XgiA') = 0, 3~iA',ê) is Hausdorff and we may speak

of the completion iSgiA),.TA) of the topological R-module iA',^iA',ê)). Let

ka denote the product of §A by the natural injection of A' into SsiA). Iff :A-*B,

/induces a unique g:A' ->B' and g is obviously a continuous R-homomorphism

from iA',3~iA',ê)) to (B',^"(B',<?)) so that g may be extended in a unique fashion

to a continuous R-homomorphism Sêif) from iSA\A), FA) to (S,(B).^"B). We

notice that Ssíí)ka = xBf. It is then obvious that Sg is a functor from #Ä into

itself and that k is a natural transformation from lv   to S
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Theorem 1. (Ss,k) is a functorial description of an injective structure

93* (&"% , Q*) which is finer than 33^. The class Q'g of all modules Q in <€R on

which there exists a Hausdorff topology which is compatible with addition and

scalar multiplication and which is complete and coarser than &~(Q,,¿>) is a basis

of injectives of 93,*.

Proof. For any module A in #'R, by Lemma 1, A'ysSg(A) so that «^ and

^~(SS(Ä),£) both induce $~(A',S) on A' and therefore by the corollary of Propo-

sition 9, Chapter II, of [3], 3~A is coarser than ¡F(Ss(A),ê). Thus we see that

Sg(A) eQ'g. Now let / be an R-homomorphism from A to ß e£l'g. There exists a

Hausdorff topology -T on ß which is compatible with addition and scalar multipli-

cation and which is complete and coarser than ^~(Q,S). It is then obvious that

Xg(Q) = 0 so that there exists a unique R-homomorphism g-.A'^Q such that

/— S'Pa- It is obvious that g is a continuous R-homomorphism from (Ä,!T(A ',$))

to (Q,^~(Q,<?)) so that, a fortiori, it is a continuous R-homomorphism from

(A',3T(A',*?)) to (Q,,3T). Since (Q,,3~) is Hausdorff and complete, g may be ex-

tended uniquely to a continuous R-homomorphism h from (Sg(A),^~A) to (Q,^~)

(but h may not be the only R-homomorphism from Sg(A) to ß extending g so that

93/ may not be regular) so that/= hicA. Then, by Proposition 2 of §1, Q¿ is a

basis of injectives of an injective structure of 93/ of C€R which is described by

(K,Sg). If A is any modulein %'R, there exists (p:A^Q in <5g, where ßeC^ and

since, by Lemma 1, KAeQe, there exists /: Sg(A) -* Q such that <p =fKA. There-

fore, 93/ is finer than 93^, by Proposition 5 of §2.

Theorem 2. 93/ is coarser than 93*  and the following three statements are

equivalent:

(1)931=93*.
(2) For any Xg-separated module A in ^R, &~(SS(A),S) = TA.

(3) Q* is precisely the class of all Xg-separated modules A in ^R such that

(A,3~(A,£)) is complete.

Proof. If A is any r^-separated module in ^R, then there exists an extension

A" of A such that A"eQ* , Ay g A" and Xg(A"/A) = A" ¡A. Then (A,F(A,ë)) is a

dense topological R-submodule of (A", ¿T(A",S)) so lA may be extended to a

continuous R-monomorphism / from (A" ,^(A" ,S)) to (Sg(A),3~A) (which we

consider as a true extension of A). Since/is obviously the only R-homomorphism

from A" to SS(A) extending 1,,, from here on, we consider/as a natural injection

of A" into Sg(A). It is obvious then that A" is just the inverse image of xg(Sg(A)¡A)

by the natural homomorphism of Sg(A) onto Sg(A)jA. By Proposition 5 of §2, we

conclude that 93/ is finer than 93*. Now 93/ = 93/ means that for any ^-sepa-

rated module A, A"=Sg(A). Then lA„ is a continuous homomorphism from

(A",ST(A",ê)) to (Sg(A),STA) so that it may be extended uniquely to a con-

tinuous homomorphism g from (Sg(A"),^A.) to (Sg(A),FA) (here again we
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consider SgiA") as a true extension of A"). But iSsiA"),3~A.) is a completion of

the topological R-module iA,&~iA,ê)) so that g must be a bicontinuous iso-

morphism and therefore ,T{SeiA),ê) = 9~A. Now assume that (2) holds and let

AeCl|. Then 3TA = ,T<SsiA), ê) so that xsiSgiA)\A) = SsiA)\A and therefore

the natural injection of A into SgiA) is in S*. Then A is a direct summand of

SgiA), i.e., SgiA) = A@C, and since C^ SgiA)/A, xgiC) = C, contradicting

the fact that SgiA) is r^-separated, unless C = 0 and A = SgiA), so that

2TiA,ê) is complete. That every ^-separated module A for which ¿7~iA,ê)is

complete is in Ci* is obvious. Finally, if (3) holds, for any r4-separated module

A, iA",¿TÍA", ê)) is a completion of iA,^iA, ê)) so that iA",&~iA",ê)) = iSA\A)fA)

and therefore 93? = 93Ï .
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